Marc Daniels
Secondary Education: Physics
Electrostatics Unit Plan: Physics Chapter 20

Electrostatics Unit Plan: Lesson Plans and Lab

Goals and Objectives and How Students will be active/engaged (for the students-and how each section will be done)
·	For the students to develop concepts of charge, which include positive, negative, and neutral charge (basically through lecture)
·	To understand and be able to display or diagram the relationship/interactions between charges (charged objects exert forces: lecture/problem solving - use of magnets)
·	To understand how charge can be induced or conducted (through demonstration and lecture)
·	To understand about conductors and insulators and their similarities and differences (students experimenting, as well as lecture)
·	To know how to use, apply, and explain Forces' relationship to Distance and Charge (Coulomb's Law- done by doing example problems including drawing and "mapping out the problems)
·	To gain knowledge of how we use/see electrostatics in our everyday lives (done by examples)
·	Be able to apply the ideas and concepts as well as be able to re-evaluate their thinking about electrostatics (done during lab)

Materials
·	Physics text book
·	Calculator for student work
·	Magnets for demonstration
·	Sheets of Plastic for lab
·	Spices for lab
·	Wool or Silk for lab and demonstration
·	Balloon and someone with long hair to demonstrate charge/ static shock
·	Ruler for demonstration
·	Paper Scraps for demonstration
·	Transparent Tape for demonstration
·	Possible Film discussing Electrostatics
·	Threads for lab
·	Water for lab

Lesson Plans (done in a continuous fashion)
Day 1 (3-4 demonstrations)

Introduction: What is electrostatics? (Written on the board) (5-10minutes)
·	Here students are given the opportunity to develop opinions or guess what that think electrostatics is and how it may relate to their life.
·		Example questions: Has anyone heard of electrostatics? Does anyone know 
what electrostatics is? Where can we see examples of electrostatics?
	An example problem will be written on the board for students to solve (this sets the tone for the classroom, and focuses on students using the book to “find knowledge”) The question of what is electrostatics will serve as an introduction to the unit. 


Electrostatics is the study of electric charges that can be collected and held in one place: Examples range to Lightning to atoms and molecules

Be specific
Think Pair Share
Wrap up generalizations at end

Charged Objects (5-10 minutes)
·	Perform Balloon Demonstration: Here I rub a balloon against a students hair (if allowed) to demonstrate the attractive forces between the hair and the balloon
·	The force of attraction itself must be stronger than that of gravity to become attracted to the balloon
·	Another example is how socks stick together when they come out of the dryer
·		However the attractive properties fade with time
·		Gravity does not require rubbing and does not disappear
·		The attractive property is electric
·	Or could perform the balloon demonstration that was meant to be a lab (possibly do both)

Like Charges (draw basic relationships on board) is something students will understand fairly quickly (5-10 minutes)

·	An example is taking two pieces of transparent tape and placing them on a smooth surface, and then rip the two pieces off the surface. (this needs to be tested out, tape isn’t always reliable)

		Ask: What happens?
·	This is because the strips were prepared in the same way, are now electrically charged, and they have the same charge. This suggests that like charges repel from one another
·	(at this point I draw the relationship between two like charges on the board and show with arrows that they repel from one another)
·		Ask: Does everyone understand?

Opposite Charges (draw basic relationships on board) is something students will understand fairly quickly (5 minutes)
·	Another example is using the same kind of tape in the previous example. Now stick one strip on the desk, and then place the second strip on top of the first. Now pull of the two strips by pulling off the bottom strip. Now discharge the two pieces of tape, and then pull the pieces of tape apart……what happens??

Types of Charges briefly touched upon, students have taken chemistry so this is more of a brief recap 5-10 minutes)
·	There are two types of charges
·	Asks if anyone knows the types of charges?
·	There are positive and negative charges
·	These charges can be found on the microscopic level within an atom
·	At the nucleus we find both positive charges, while around the atom we can find negative charge
·	The nucleus contains protons and neutrons: protons have a positive charge, while neutrons are neutral
·	Electrons have a negative charge
(Draws an idealistic diagram of the atom noting where the protons, neutrons, and electrons are- just so students are able to conceptually visualize)
·	Refers back to demonstrations: when hard rubber and plastic are rubbed they become negatively charged, but when materials like glass and wool are rubbed, they become positively charged: (Based on Benjamin Franklin's convention)
·	Seeking Neutrality…….(The Conservation of Charge NEED TO FINISH)
·	Rubbing plastic with wool: the plastic becomes negatively charged and the wool becomes positively charged. (Not created alone, but created in pairs)
·	Matter normally contains both charges. Contact separates the two......and now we are about to take a look at how the separation of charges can occur

Most likely will be reaching the end of the day by this material…

Recap for the next day

Discussing Neutrons, Electrons, and Protons (be sure to tell students that this is in their reference table)
Protons have a positive quantized charge of +1.60 X 10^-19 C, while electrons have a charge of -1.60 X 10^-19 C (ask if students know about scientific notation). Neutrons have no charge.
	Both protons and neutrons are much more massive than an electron
	Protons and neutrons roughly have a mass of 1.67 X 10^-27 kg, while an electron has the mass of 9.11 X 10^-31 kg. 
	We will come back to the idea of Coulomb later

Conductors and Insulators (write on board) (use drawing on page 545)
There are mediums that electric charge can be displaced
They include conductors and inductors
Most metals are conductors
Does anyone know what a conductor is, or types of conductors?
Example: Water
Conductors are materials that transfer charge easily
The other medium includes materials where charge does not necessarily move freely
These are called insulators
Example is tape where the charge stayed where it was placed

Air as a conductor and insulator example: Sparks……Static Shock!!!!!

	Air typically is an insulator, but charges can move through it like a conductor. Examples are when a spark jumps between something metal and your hand after rubbing your feet along the carpet. In this sense, you become neutral and are releasing charge. In these conditions air is a conductor only for a short moment in time.

Semiconductors and Superconductors (briefly touched on)
There are also special groups of conducts
Semiconductors are….(given from the word semi- what do you think semiconductors are?) somewhere in between conductors and insulators. In their pure state they are insulators, yet with the addition of atoms, they can become conductors……silicon is an example
Superconductors are…(ask students again about possibilities of what a superconductor could be) perfect conductors only when they are below a certain temperature.

Day 2 (find area to use comb and water demonstration, or ruler and paper scraps example)
The Separation of Charge: How Charges can be inducted or conducted (written on the board)
Many of our previous examples show that charge can be separated by interactions between matter
There are different methods/ways to separate charge….it is important to note that charge can be separated, but charge is neither created or destroyed. Charge is conserved….the balance of neutrality is just interrupted
Electrons are easily displaced, Protons not as much, so the loss of electrons results in a positive charge, and the gain of electrons results in a negative charge
Matter can be charged by contact…..examples are rubbing this applies to both conductors and insulators

Specific charges for conductors and insulators (use the diagrams on page 632 to demonstrate)
Conductors can be charged by induction this refers to the process of charging a conductor by bringing it near another charged object and grounding the conductor

Does anyone know what grounding is???
This is when a conductor is connected to the earth. In this case, the earth is considered an infinite reservoir for electrons because it can accept/supply an infinite supply of electrons
An example is a negatively charged rubber rod that is held near a neutral sphere with no ground……repulsion organizes the electrons in a manner that the electrons in the sphere are further away from the rod.
If the rod is grounded the protons (positive charge would be oriented closer toward the negative rod, and the electrons from the sphere will go towards the earth
If the ground is removed there would be excess positive charge in the sphere, but eventually the charge would even out around the sphere

Surface charges can be induced on insulators by polarization
This takes place in insulators, when in the presence of a charged object a once neutral object can realign its orientation of charge while maintaining neutrality. However it is able to attract or repel objects with charge due to its alignment of charge. Example is the Paper scraps and pieces of paper demonstration. Here the comb has charge, yet the pieces of paper have no net charge. (Use drawing on page 633 of other physics book, drawing on the board)

Electric Force and Coulomb’s Law!!!!! (Most likely a day will be spent on this section where students will solve problems, may be in class work as well)
Charges can exert a force upon one another, we call this electric force
The closer two charges are the stronger the force is between them (conceptually remember this) The square of the distance between the charges is inversely proportional to the force. (What does this mean?? Write relationship on the board)
Who is Charles Coulomb?? Conducted experiments in the late 19th century relating forces between charged objects. He discovered that the electric force was proportional to the product of the two charges
Writes equation on the board
Show the relationship between Force and distance graphically, to show that the relationship is exponential, because the force is proportional to the inverse square of the distance.
What happens to the force if one charge is doubled? What happens to the electric force if the distance between the two charges double?
Give the Coulomb Constant and it’s units, show how the units cancel out and you are left with force, or Newtons (This is something that is on the reference table)
Electric force and gravitational force are similar in their relationship towards distance. 
Does an example including gravitational equation and electric equation. To find forces that charged particles exert on one another. (page 635 of other physics book).
Other units for Coulomb’s Law: include using eV and e as charge (these units are also on the reference table) How to convert those units and the difference between what units can exist and units that cannot exist. 
Do more Coulomb’s Law example problems.
Give the students some problems to do for homework, and possibly have the students present some questions for the class. 

Day 3 and 4 (includes lab) PUT COLORFUL EQUATION ON EQUATION BOARD FOR STUDENTS TO SEE
There will be a follow up day where students are allowed to ask questions and students will be given the opportunity to review homework. There will also be example problems done in class. 

(This will be done on the return from break)
Students will also watch a “Bill Nye The Science Guy” film that will be mostly a recap of the material discussed prior to break. There will be some review/recap of Coulomb’s law, and afterwards I may pose more complicated problems, that include multiple charges and ask the students if they are able to solve the problems on their own, then go over the problems as a class. (Revision- multiple charges will be introduced, and the film will follow afterwards given there is time.)



Lab (This activity will be more of a demonstration, because it does not occupy enough time)

The lab that will be used is the electroscopes lab 20.1
This focuses on the distribution of charge, and how conduction, induction, and how they can affect neutral, positively, and negatively charged electroscopes.
Student Activity
Materials
2 identical balloons per group of students 
Thread 
Fur or Wool cloth for each group 
Water sprayer per 2 groups 
 
Procedure
Blow-up the balloons and tie thread to the ends of each balloon. 
Tie the balloons together. 
Have the students hold the uncharged balloons by the thread and move balloons together. Record their observation and make a sketch. (Figure A). 
Rub each balloon with the wool. Move one balloon near the other but do not allow them to touch. (Balloons will not touch like Figure B). Hold by thread. 
While the balloons are repelling each other, have the students gently mist the balloons with water. Record their observations and make a sketch. (They will fall back against together like Figure A). 
 balloonelectroscope
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Data Sheet
 
Why did the balloons repel each other after they were rubbed with the fur/wool? 
 
Why did the balloons fall back towards each other after they were sprayed with water? 
 
Are there other ways besides water that we could use to have the balloons come back together? 
 
During which time of the year would it be best to do experiments using static electricity? 
 
What effect does damp weather have on electrical charges? 
  
Answers to Worksheet
Explanation: After rubbing the balloons with the fur/wool, the balloons have the same charge and will repel each other. Using water droplets on the balloons carries the charge away from the balloons which leaves them neutral. As the balloons become neutral, they will fall back together but will not be attracted to each other. Another way to neutralize the balloons is to touch them with a moist or damp hand. One needs to remember that only where the balloons are wet is where the charges are carried away. The part of the balloon that is not wet will still attract to the other balloon where it is not wet. 
There also may be additional questions like using a ruler to measure the distance between the two balloons, and treating the balloons like they are separate charges, and using Coulomb’s law to find the electric force between the two given pieces of information. I also may ask them to experiment with more than just two balloons to just make observations about the interactions.
 

Assessment

Assessments include doing in class problem solving, as well as asking students questions regarding the material discussed. Other forms of assessment include having students make predictions and following up with their predictions based on their previous knowledge. There will be exercises/labs where students will be required to use their knowledge in a form of guided discovery. Other forms of assessment will include homework assignments, a possible test or quiz, as well as having students present their solved problems for the classroom and discussing their thought process and how they solved them. 

Homework Schedule and Assignments

In class work, questions, and problems
Possible Apple Problems (in class work)
What is electrostatics? (use your book for reference)
	What is an electroscope?
	Draw the relationships between like and opposite charges. What happens when two protons are near one another?
	What does it mean when charge is conserved?
	How can charge be separated? Please describe
	Coulomb’s Law Question
	Comparing gravitational force with electric force

Things to think about:

Students were given a hand written “study guide” to refer to over the break that go over the key concepts of electrostatics

Use of diagrams and handouts/notes for students to have


